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Kate Smith, The Remote Nomad, is a Canadian-born digital nomad. She

works remotely while traveling the world and she's on a mission to

show people how they can achieve the same balanced lifestyle. She

believes work should be created around life, not the other way

around. Her experience as a professional marketer is an added

advantage, having worked at some of the world's largest advertising

agencies with some of the world's largest brands.
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Monthly Visitors 

@theremotenomad

/TheRemoteNomad

@theremotenomad

40%

Male

60%

Female
50% United States

7% Canada

6% United Kingdom

5% Australia

My accounts have been engaged with by high

profile people such as 

Listed on page #1 of AppSumo's 'digital nomad'

influencers.

Lewis Howes.

54% (25-34)

20% (18-24)

16% (25-44)

Pageviews

Subscribers

is                         than the industry averageOpen Rate

4,300+

5,700 +

Location AgeGender

2,200 +

4,000 +

52% Higher
is                        than the industry averageClick Rate 10% Higher

6,900+

1,300 +

Audience

Stats

Sponsored Posts

Social media promotion

Sponsored/Press Trips

Affiliate links

Speaking engagements

Giveaways

Reader Discounts

Brand Ambassador

Video/Photography

Social media takeover

Working Together

As Seen In
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Testimonials

What My Readers Say

"We have found the collaboration a success. Katelyn, Kimmoy and Fernanda managed to

exceed our expectations. They produced high-quality content, with an enthusiastic,

unstoppable can-do attitude. We can highly recommend them and wouldn't hesitate to hire

them again in case we run a similar campaign." - Aleksandra Jerebic Topolovec, Slovenia

Tourism Organization

"YOU GAVE ME LIFE. My name's Melissa...

and your story has given me hope! ... Thank

you so much for sharing your story,

especially the vulnerable side and the

difficulties. Your blog is so helpful!"

- MELISSA B (email)

"I just want to say I love your blog! It's very

inspiring and very relatable to how i'm

feeling - also extremely helpful in figuring

out how i'm exactly going to make this

remote nomad lifestyle my reality."

- CHLOE H (email)

"Hi Katelyn, Just want to let you know you

are awesome! Your blog does light a fire

up in me..." - CHRISTIAAN O (email)

"Your blog is such a great help :) "

- FRANCES R (twitter)

"You're doing what most only dream of.

Keep on inspiring people including myself

Katelyn :) " - JAKE T (Twitter)

"Great post and very helpful! Thank you

for sharing your insight and experiences,

Katelyn! U look forward to following your

journey and reading more :)"

- LOREN S (Blog Comment)

"AWESOME KATELYN!... as I was reading

through your blog... my mind was already

traveling with the group :)" - DENNIS A

(Blog Comment)


